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At a glance
► Avoid the pitfalls of migration
by working with Windows 10
experts
► Receive services tailored to
suit your business

The clock is ticking. The time to move to Windows 10 is
now! Whatever your objectives and whatever stage
you’re at in your Windows 10 journey, we can ensure that
you transition to Windows-as-a-Service safely and
receive the full benefit of Windows 10.
Customer challenges
Using our services, we can help address the following key questions:

► Accelerate the creation of
your Modern Workplace

-

► Define a forward-thinking
approach when modernising
your EUC environment

-

Where to start
How to meet the 2020 deployment deadlines and the end of
extended support for Windows 7 and 8.1
How to get most value out of Windows 10
Help demystify deployment scenarios and servicing
How to formulate a deployment plan and feature roadmap
How to engage and train your business
Securing Windows 10 and how to leverage Defender ATP
technology (Windows E5)

Deliverables can include:

Key features

► High-level roadmaps
High velocity roll-outs

Whilst similar in nature, every Windows 10 deployment is subtly different.
There are many influencing factors, including different business drivers, IT
drivers, user profiles, data management needs, application and device
compatibility and GDPR requirements/constraints. By working with you to
understand your business, we can help to develop what ‘good’ looks like now
and for the future. Our experience ensures that you don’t get lost on your
journey. We can assist as much or as little as you require resulting in a
Windows 10 Service designed to provide exactly what you need.

► Audit and modernise the
whole infrastructure
estate
► Capitalise on the latest
innovations
► Management, support
and improvement as a
service

Learn more: ocsl.co.uk

Windows 10 Service: Designed to meet your needs

FastStart

Want a hand getting started?
Our Windows 10 FastStart will enable you to understand the
art of what’s possible with Windows 10, develop your
requirements and pilot the technology.
Benefiting from the guidance of our experts, we will get you
up and running fast. We’ll define a tailored approach and
high-level roadmap for your wider rollout.

Light

Already started and need to accelerate and grow your
deployment?
Our Windows 10 Light service is for you. Designed to build
upon the progress you have already made and to minimise
the dependencies. Ensuring a speedy rollout. We’ll provide
the assurance, resources and knowledge required to safely
deliver your project.

Call us: 0845 605 2100

Email us: marketing@ocsl.co.uk
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Taking the opportunity to transform?
Our full offering contains our complete suite of services to
ensure that your business is equipped to fully benefit from and
embrace the full potential of Windows 10. We future proof
your organisation, by auditing and modernising your
infrastructure estate.

Evolve

Do you have a solid Windows 10 environment, but are
struggling to keep on top of it? Don’t know how to best
manage the servicing rings?
Our Evolution services are the answer. The continuous
improvement provided ensures you’re kept abreast of the
latest innovations and can capitalise on them. Want us to do
this for you? We can provide varying levels of management,
support and improvement as a service.

What next?
Contact your OCSL Account
Manager or
Click here to arrange a free
Windows 10 Workshop

*We also offer bespoke services depending on your stage and requirements.

Enablement framework
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